Durable Stainless Steel Drum Handlers
are available for your clean environment
More and more companies are demanding high quality
drum handlers for use in the clean environments of their
food and pharmaceutical companies. In response, Morse
offers a myriad of models constructed with type 304
stainless steel. These stainless steel models provide the
corrosion resistance, durability, and wash down capability
they require.
In addition to the drum handlers shown here, we also offer
our drum rotators in stainless steel... and we are always
willing to consider custom designs in stainless steel.
Please give a call if you have a special application.

Custom Stainless Steel version of
Vertical-Lift Drum Pourer Model 510-115

A large pharmaceutical and medical technology company
recently called Morse to order several hundred
stainless steel drum dollies. We referred them to their
local Morse Dealer. They needed drums to be highly
mobile for use in various locations within their facility. A
custom dolly was developed for use with either of the two
different drum sizes in their small batch manufacturing
processes.

Model 80i-SS
Mobile Drum Karrier

A Stainless Steel Below-Hook Drum Karrier was
needed by a seafood processing company in the Miami,
Florida area. They inquired through our website, so we
contacted his local Morse Dealer with all the details. They
determined that Morse model 85i-SS perfectly suited the
application. The company bought one in October, and liked
it so much, that they bought another in November.

Custom Stainless Steel version of
Hydra-Lift Drum Karrier Model 400A-60-120

Model 185A-HDSS
Kontrol-Karrier shown
with Hand Wheel Option

Model 90-SS
Below Hook Drum Lifter

Stainless steel alloys, with their chromium content, have
higher resistance to oxidation (rusting) and corrosion
because the chromium forms a surface layer impervious
to water and air. When the surface is scratched the layer
quickly reforms... a phenomenon called passivation. This
layer protects the metal beneath and retains the shiny
appearance of your stainless steel drum handler.

Model 92-SS
Below Hook Drum Lifter

Model 5SS-SG-45-23
Stainless Steel Drum Cone

Model 160-SS
4-Wheel Drum Truck

Model 15-SS
5-Gallon Can Tipper

